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Creative activity Divine play  

Co-creative Experiential learning  
with TOYS          - Dr Anju Kauwr Chazot 

 
1. Exploration & discovery of existing  

indigenous toys 

2. Pedagogical use 

3. Making new toys (physical & digital)  

4. Using the new toys for self & others 
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Museum project: Grade 4  

Children collect old toys from their grand parents 

and make a museum 

Exploration & Discovery of indigenous toys 

Humanities: History, 

Geography 

Languages: Stories 

Maths: Data collection, 

Graphs, Venn diagrams 

Science: Materials, 

classification  

Arts: Sketching, object 

drawing,  

Design: Graphics 



Pedagogical processes : Indigenous musical instruments from exploration to creation 

Sciences: Sound, amplitude, frequency, wavelength, properties of waves, role of vocal cords, 

structure & function of ears, harmful effects of ear phones 

Language: Learning poetry through music, vocabulary 

Technology: Understanding musical instruments as complex machines & making prototypes. 

Maths: Making equations with sound patterns, complex maths in harmonics 

Humanities: History of instruments, materials used, culture, Geography etc. 

 

Investigative task in sciences by changing one 

variable- How sound produced by an instrument 

changes with varying levels of water, when played 

above the bucket. 

Scientific essays: Physiological and psychological 

effects of high levels of noise on humans. 



Pedagogical use of indigenous toys in class 

Activity: How many times in a minute?  

How many successful attempts? 

Change length of string and observe time 

taken. 

 

Subjects: Maths, Physical Education, 

Language, Science 

 

 4. Representing data in Graphs  

and analysis 

2. Observation & Data Collection 

3. Representing the data in a table, Calculating 

statistics and probability of success 

1. Playing and generating data 



Creating & making board games 

through collaborative work  

 

 Getting familiar with a variety of 

everyday materials, their 

properties, measurements, 

accuracy, art & design. 

 Deciding rules. 

 Discovering and developing 

strategies 

 Ethics & values 

Source: Harish Johri, The Yoga of Snakes and Arrows 
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Pedagogical use of indigenous board games 



Implications  

 Need to have Joyful and 

Experiential Teacher trainings 

 Collaborative work for 

mapping of learning 

outcomes 

 Restructuring class time 

www.mgis.in Mapping the project 


